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Points of departure 

•  Public decision-making on management of spent nuclear 
fuel should be guided by societal goals 

•  Which social objectives and criteria have been decided in 
Sweden, and what do they mean? 

•  Is there a need to develop objectives and criteria, and, if 
so, how can that be done in an inclusive way? 



Swedish key legal requirements 
•  The Environmental Code 

–  Broad objective to promote sustainable development 
–  General rules of consideration: precaution, best available 

technique, reversed burden of proof, localisation with 
minimal impact; applicable if not unreasonable from CBA  

–  EIA and EQS 
–   Licensing processes (permissibility by the government 

and permits by the Environmental Court); partial local veto 

•  Act on Nuclear Activities 
–  Safety focus: barriers, construction, etc; broader than in 

the Code, e.g. non-proliferation 
–  Partly overlapping with the Environmental Code, potentially 

stricter in some aspects (more than BAT) 
–  Government decides, Swedish Radiation Safety Authority 

plays a central role 
–  The “FUD programme” is not immunising KBS-3 

•  PBA, RPA; EIA directive; Århus and IAEA Conventions… 



Other discussed general “conditions” 

•  Condition 1: The repository must not require future  
supervision or maintenance, meaning a more or less totally 
closed solution. 

•  Condition 2: The repository must allow future generations to 
retrieve the waste, if repair is needed, if better solutions come 
up, or is they want to use the waste. 

•  Condition 3: The repository must be designed to allow a total 
break of access, if future generations find that desirable. 

•  Are these really possible to meet simultaneously? 

•  If not, who should decide on priorities? 



The Swedish process in practise 

•  Long-term safety has been a central objective for long, but 
what does it mean? 

•  No formal or participatory process has clarified social 
objectives and internal priorities. 

•  Negative and positive local attitudes, as well as local 
employment, subsidies and other economic factors have 
played an important role for the localisation process so far. 

•  Short-term economic and labour market aspects can be 
considered in the long-term decision-making under law. 

•  The law demands an EIA describing optional localisation and 
method; permits may only be given to the best option. 

•  The “normal” legislation is not comprehensive or clear enough 
to handle these very complex issues optimally. 



Overriding issues: a Canadian model 

•  Social objectives 
–  Fairness 
–  Security 
–  Public health and safety 
–  Env integrity 
–  Worker health and safety 
–  Economic viability 
–  Community well being 
–  Adaptability 

•  Ethical values 
–  Respect for life in all its forms 
–  Respect for future generations (humans, biosphere) 
–  Respect for peoples and cultures 
–  Justice across groups, regions and generations 
–  Fairness to everyone (minorities, marginalised groups) 
–  Sensitivity to different values and interpretation of them 



Environmental security: shortcomings 
• High-level nuclear waste (in Sweden = spent nuclear fuel) 

contains radioactive isotopes that must be isolated from man 
and ecosystems for hundreds of thousands of years; some 
isotopes give doses for millions of years. 

• The environmental impact of the future use of the plutonium 
in the spent nuclear fuel in nuclear weapons has to be taken 
into account. This environmental hazard stays for at least a 
hundred thousand years. 

• The decay of the radioactive material results in chemical 
hazards (mainly metallic lead) that remains even after the 
radioactivity decreases. 

• The criteria set by the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority 
regulate long-tern dose levels only to humans. The long-term 
impact upon the whole ecosystem remains unregulated. 



Barrier functions: serious questions 

• Multiple barrier systems are the basis of many methods for 
geologic disposal of high level nuclear waste. 

• Multiple barrier systems should be aimed for but methods that 
mostly rely on technical/engineered barriers for long-term 
security should be avoided. 

• The engineered barriers of copper and clay in the Swedish 
KBS method are increasingly questioned. Modelling of long-
term characteristics is not the same as knowing how the clay 
and copper behaves in reality, as experiments in the Äspö 
rock laboratory shows. In addition, a copper corrosion process 
in anoxic environments appears to have been missed. 

• Naturally occurring barriers for long-term safety should 
definitely be aimed for as the main safety feature. This may 
open up for the use of the alternative method very deep 
boreholes which rely on a natural salt gradient as a barrier. 



Nuclear non-proliferation and security 

• If spent nuclear fuel is disposed directly in repositories the 
plutonium produced in the NPP remains in the waste. 

• This plutonium can be used as fissile material in nuclear 
weapons. Even though a nuclear weapons designer will prefer 
plutonium specifically made for weapons, any grade of 
plutonium that is available can be used. 

• Plutonium-239, the “best” weapons material, has a half-life of 
24000 yrs. The proliferation risk thus remains for 100 000 yrs. 

• After the first thousands of years, the “radiation shield” that 
makes reprocessing difficult is gone. Retrieval and plutonium 
separation is then much easier. 

• In a world without nuclear energy, plutonium from a repository 
is more easily available than starting a reactor programme. 



Retrievability and long-term monitoring 

• Retrievability at first appears to be a sought-for characteristic 
for a repository for high-level nuclear waste. It would allow 
repairs or use of better methods, if developed after closure. 

• There is also agreement that long-term monitoring should not 
be necessary for a repository. 

• However, in the case of a repository for spent nuclear fuel 
retrievability also allows the plutonium in the waste to be used 
as nuclear weapon material. 

• This means that a retrievable repository has to be monitored 
(safeguarded) for over one hundred thousand years. 

• The Swedish KBS method has this problem. Using very deep 
boreholes would make long-term monitoring for safeguard less 
of a problem, as retrievability, at least after closure, is lower. 



The context of global energy futures 

• Long-term large-scale use of nuclear energy would likely mean 
that plutonium in spent fuel (even in countries phasing out 
nuclear energy) would be used as energy source. 

• A nuclear energy future would likely be based on plutonium, 
using weapons-grade plutonium. Negative environmental and 
security aspects of such a scenario must be avoided. 

• Increased efficiency and renewable energy make a nuclear-
free global energy future plausible and desirable. 

• The next 50-100 years, fossil-free global energy system will be 
developed; first then, the role of nuclear will be clarified. 

• Management of high-level nuclear waste will be needed, and 
development of methods, including new such as very deep 
boreholes and transmutation, should be continued. 

• Decisions on choice of method should not be taken until the 
global energy future’s need for nuclear energy is clarified. 



The need for transparent and legitimate 
decision-making 
• The quest for sustainable development and the common view 

on risk management has changed significantly during the last 
decades, without significantly influencing the planning process 
for a repository. 

• The societal objectives for a repository are far from clear, not 
legally implemented, and are not internally prioritised. 

• New legal requirements need to be developed, taking the full 
long-term and safety perspectives into account. 

• A participatory process on objectives should be put in place, an 
open Swedish commission, perhaps? 

• The industry is charged with a responsibility, but to be able to 
carry it out, and to allow for a proper decision-making process, 
the government and the parliament must decide on much more 
precise goals and criteria. 



For more information 

naturskyddsforeningen.se 

mkg.se 



Thank you! 


